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Abstract
Delay-Tolerant Networks (DTN) enable store-carry-and-forward data transmission in networks challenged by frequent disruptions and high latency. Existing classication distinguishes between scheduled and probabilistic DTNs,
for which specic routing solutions have been developed. In this paper, we
uncover a gap in-between where uncertain contact plans can be exploited to
enhance data delivery in many practical scenarios described by probabilistic
schedules available

a priori

. Routing under uncertain contact plans (RUCoP)

is next formulated as a multiple-copy Markov Decision Process and then exported to local-knowledge (L-RUCoP) and Contact Graph Routing extensions (CGR-UCoP) which can be implemented in the existing DTN protocol
stack. RUCoP and its derivations are evaluated in a rst extensive simulation
benchmark for DTNs under uncertain contact plans comprising both random
and realistic scenarios. Results conrm that RUCoP and L-RUCoP closely
approach the ideal delivery ratio of an oracle, while CGR-UCoP improves
state-of-the-art DTN routing schemes delivery ratio up to 25%.

Keywords:

Delay-Tolerant Networks, Markov Decision Process, Uncertain

Contact Plans

1. Introduction
The term Delay tolerant networking (DTN) was introduced by K. Fall
in 2003 to designate time-evolving networks lacking of a continuous and instantaneous end-to-end connectivity [1, 2].

Since then, DTNs have drawn

much attention from many researchers due to its applicability in very distinct domains including deep space [3] and near Earth communication net-
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works [4], airborne networks [5], vehicular ad-hoc networks [6], mobile social
networks [7], Internet of things [8] and underwater networks [9]. Indeed, delay and disruption conditions can be generated by long signal propagation
time, regular node occlusion, high node mobility and reduced communication
range and resources.
Although from diverse origins, partitions and delay in DTNs are tackled
by a

bundle layer

that sits above specic layers of each network family [10].

The key feature of the bundle layer is a persistent storage on each DTN node
to store-carry-and-forward

bundles of data

(or simply

bundles

terminology) as transmission opportunities become available.

as per DTN
Since data

can propagate or rest in intermediate nodes for arbitrary amounts of time,
DTN protocols and applications assume no immediate response from the
receiver and tend to minimize end-to-end exchanges [11]. The time-evolving
and partitioned nature of DTNs favor the representation of connectivity by
means of

contacts

, a contact being an episode of time when a node is able to

transfer data to another node.

Taxonomy


The literature [2] classies contacts in DTNs as:

Scheduled:

Contacts can be accurately predicted.

can be imprinted in a

contact plan

Expected contacts

comprising an exhaustive expres-

sion of the future network connectivity [12].

Such knowledge can be

exploited to optimize resource utilization [13, 14, 15], medium access
decisions [16] and routing calculations such as in Contact Graph Routing (CGR) algorithm [17, 18].



Probabilistic:

Contact patterns are dynamically inferred as network

evolves in time.

Routing is based on a topology model composed of

probabilistic metrics accounting for the likelihood of meeting a given
neighbour in the future [19, 20, 21]. In order to enhance delivery probability, multiple copies are sent through dierent paths, an approach
that has also been considered for scheduled DTNs to forego the need
of processing large contact plans [22].



Opportunistic:

No assumptions can be made on future contacts. Triv-

ial ooding-based schemes have been used for opportunistic DTNs [23],
as well as controlled ooding such as Spray-and-Wait (S&W) to reduce replication overhead [24, 25], among others opportunistic path
models [26].

Also, previous research has extended scheduled routing

approaches to cope with unpredictable opportunistic contacts [27].
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In this paper, we claim the existence of DTN under

or

uncertain contact plans

uncertain schedules

, which are not properly covered by the existing

DTN classication:



Uncertain:

Contacts whose materialization can dier from the original

plan with a given probability available

a priori

. For example, expected

contacts have a chance of being aected by well-known failure modes or
by an incomplete or inaccurate (but bounded) knowledge of the system
status by the time the schedule was computed. In other words, while
in probabilistic DTNs the probability is assigned to a next-hop node
(i.e, the probability of meeting a given node, based on contact history),
uncertain DTNs under uncertain contact plans assign probabilities to
forthcoming contacts (i.e., the probability of meeting a given node in
a given time episode in the future).

Uncertain DTNs.

Uncertain DTNs dier from perfectly scheduled DTNs

in the nature of their contacts, which are no longer certain to occur (uncertain contacts have an associated probability of existing or failing). They also
dier from probabilistic DTNs in the features of the model used to represent and reason about the network dynamics. Instead of relying on abstract
node's visibility patterns (learned on the y), uncertain DTNs exploit timedependant probabilistic information of the forthcoming connectivity episodes
encoded in the so-called uncertain contact plan (computed in advance). An
uncertain contact plan is a probabilistic schedule that includes information
regarding the probability of future contacts to diverge from the plan. The
advantage of accounting for this knowledge in uncertain DTNs is that it can
be used to make specic routing, forwarding and bundle replication decisions
over the most reliable routes towards a destination, thus optimizing the data
delivery chances.
The dierent nature of probabilistic and uncertain DTNs can also be appreciated in the route structure. Routes in probabilistic DTNs are expressed
as a

sequence of nodes

through which the bundle shall be forwarded. There

is no specic information on when the route hops will actually happen, just
a time-averaged expectation based on inter-nodes visibility patterns. On the
other hand, uncertain contact plans bring the notion of uncertain contact,
which is also probabilistic, but encoding timing information is unavailable in
traditional probabilistic schemes.

Thus, and similarly to scheduled DTNs,

routes in uncertain DTNs are constructed as a

3

sequence of uncertain contacts

,
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which renders a delivery probability through each path, and thus, more granular and accurate (but also challenging) decision making opportunities.
Applications for uncertain DTNs include DTN networks based on a schedule of fault-prone nodes (unreliable space networks [28]), uncertain mobility
patterns (public vehicle networks [29]), interference-sensitive communication
links (cognitive radio [30]), or third-party carriers with limited availability
(backbone links with known reliability [31]). Indeed, the uncertain contact
plan including contacts probabilities can be computed by specic network
models (i.e., fault-prone satellite trajectories), empirically estimated in a
controlled environment (i.e., lab or simulation setup), or made available from
existing statistics (i.e., interference reports). As a result, an uncertain contact plan can be conveniently pre-computed instead of dynamically learned
by nodes as in probabilistic DTNs, removing the burden of a training phase,
and beneting from highly accurate routing schemes for uncertain DTNs as
introduced in this paper.

Previous Works.

Previous works have addressed the survivability proper-

ties of time-varying networks [32], as well as the problem of reliable topology
design in DTN [33]. However, to the best of the authors' knowledge, the problem of reliable route determination based on uncertain contact plans has been
overlooked.

Authors have already studied how schedule-aware (i.e., CGR)

and schedule-agnostic (i.e., S&W) routing schemes behave under uncertain
contact plans in [28, 34, 35] (probabilistic routings such as MaxProp [20] and
Prophet [19] were disregarded as they are based on learning phases during
network operations). These papers essentially showed that existing routing
schemes only perform well on their respective domains (perfectly scheduled
or fully opportunistic), while signicant room for improvement was identied for scenarios with uncertain schedules.

In order to evaluate the po-

tential improvement, the authors in [36] have approached the problem with
a rst theoretical formulation based on probabilistic model checking techniques [37, 38, 39], where the contact plan with its respective fault probabilities is modelled as a Markov Decision Process (MDP). Although this
rst approach provided a compelling optimal solution for single-copy routing, replication-based heuristics remained an open topic. Exception to this
statement is a recent publication that addressed the multi-copy DTN routing problem by means of approximated simulations techniques based on distributed schedulers [40].

However, simulation techniques lack the required

optimality guarantee that formal MDP models can provide.

4
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Contributions.

In this paper, we present Routing under Uncertain Contact

Plans (RUCoP), a comprehensive framework to execute reliable routing under uncertain contact plans. RUCoP embraces single copy [36] and extends
it to multiple-copy routing in an overcoming MDP model expression.

As

the fact of considering multiple copies renders the focus of [36] unsuitable,
we propose a novel MDP formulation accompanied by a specic resolution
algorithm. The fact of using MDP arises naturally since the Markov kernel
corresponds to probabilistically quantied uncertainty on the contacts while
the decisions (or the non-determinism) of the MDP correspond to the possibilities of routing decisions of each node at a given time. The RUCoP model
is the rst of its kind to consider

rerouting

, which models both the fault de-

tection and reaction time of the DTN routing agent. Modeling this crucial
and practical aspect allows us to introduce L-RUCoP (a variation that uses
only local information available on each node) and CGR-UCoP (an extension
to CGR that materializes routing under uncertain contact plans in existing
DTN protocol stacks). We evaluate and compare the RUCoP, L-RUCoP and
CGR-UCoP in an appealing benchmark comprising networks with random
failures as well as realistic case studies of Low-Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite
networks with uncertain inter-satellite and ground contacts. Results provide
compelling evidence that RUCoP provides the adequate framework to route
in uncertain DTNs.
To summarize, contributions in this paper are enumerated as follows:
1. We present a new uncertain DTN classication and model;
2. We introduce RUCoP to route on uncertain DTNs based on a theoretical MDP formulation;
3. We propose L-RUCoP and CGR-UCoP as concrete practical application approaches derived from RUCoP; and
4. We evaluate RUCoP, L-RUCoP and CGR-UCoP in realistic fault-prone
LEO satellite networks.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
the uncertain DTN network model which is used to construct the RUCoP
model and derived L-RUCoP and CGR-UCoP in Section 3. A comparison
benchmark and subsequent results are presented, analyzed and discussed in
Section 4. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5.

5
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2. Uncertain DTN Model

2.1. Uncertain Time-Varying Graph
In order to model a time-evolving and uncertain DTN network, the timevarying graph proposed in [32] is extended by uncertainty functions into an
Uncertain Time-Varying Graph dened as follows.

Denition.

An Uncertain Time Varying Graph

G = (G, T , pf , ς, fdd )

is

a Graph composed of the following components:
1.

Underlying (static) digraph G = (V, E).

Represents the connec-

tivity of the network that remains stable during a time slot.
2.

Time slot T ⊆ T,
numbers).
where

T

T
T = {t0 , t1 , ..., tT }
where

is the time domain (e.g.

the natural

is a discrete and nite time span set,

is an integer indicating the horizon of interest, measured in

the number of slots. The slot length in

i

G

can be adjusted in order to

ii

capture ( ) the topological changes, and (

) the minimum period of

time it takes a node to realize a link has failed to establish.
3.

Edge failure probability function pf : E × T → [0, 1].

It indicates

the probability an edge will not occur as expressed in the uncertain
contact plan, i.e., a topology change respects the original schedule.
Indeed,

p(e, t) = 1 − pf (e, t),

probability at the time slot

p(e, t) stands for the edge e success
A success probability of p(e, t) = 0

where

t.

indicates no contact is present at this edge.
4.

Edge delay function ς : E × T → T .

It models the time data spend

on crossing an edge between two nodes.

When

ς(e, t) = 0,

the time

is insignicant compared with the time slot duration, i.e., the data is
delivered immediately.

The value of the edge delay function stands

for the number of time slots (i.e.,

ς(e, t)

is an integer) required for the

target node to receive the trac.
5.

Edge failure detection delay function fdd : E × T → T .

It stands

for the time it takes to detect a contact did not occur as expected.
As with the edge delay function,

fdd (e, t)

time slots. In DTN protocol terminology,

is expressed as a number of

fdd (e, t)

bundle custody acknowledge timeout. In general,

6

would represent the

fdd (e, t) ≥ ς(e, t).
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Figure 1: Uncertain time-varying graph model example with 4 nodes, 4 time slots T and
4 contacts.
Fig. 1 illustrates an example DTN graph modeled by an uncertain timevarying graph. All edges present in
probability function

pf = 0.5

G = (V, E)

are congured with a failure

and a delay function

ς = 0.

In the model, a

contact between two nodes can span several time slots, such as the

B −C

case

spanning t1 and t2 . Also, a time slot can represent long and stable topological

t3 with an edge between
C will be able to detect a failure on edge C − D and react
C−D
at the beginning of t3 , as its failure detection delay fdd
= 1. However,
D−C
node D will not do so before t3 terminates since fdd
= 2. Indeed, contacts
periods with the same underlying digraph, such as

C − D.

At t2 , node

in DTN are unidirectional and can have dierent properties on the forward
and return link.
Failure probability

pf

in

G, ς ,

and

fdd

are expressed on a per-slot basis.

Two modeling approaches with dierent interpretations are envisioned on
this regard: coarse and ne grained slotting.

Coarse-grained slotting:
contacts (i.e.,

B−D

When time-slots are designed to contain full

contact in

t1

in Fig. 1), then

pf

represents the failure

probability of the whole contact. In other words, the whole contact exists or
the whole contact fails. In such case, an

fdd = 0 would model the case where

the failure of the contact is detected and reacted upon immediately at contact
start time, while an

fdd = 1

would represent the case where the contact is

declared as failed only once it is nalized. This approach is appropriate to
model transient failures in nodes, for instance. Also, coarse-grained slotting

7
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is particularly appealing for networks with sparse contacts, which can be
bounded by a single time slot

Fine-grained slotting:
(i.e.,

B−C

contact in

t1

tn

in

T.

When a contact spans several smaller time slots
and

t2

in Fig. 1),

pf

is the probability of failure

of each of the slotted episodes comprising the contact. In this case, a nergrain slotting can be exploited to model independent transmission attempts
within the contact.

An

fdd = 1

would thus model a timeout equal to the

bundle transmission duration and the round trip time delay for receiving a
delivery conrmation. Fine-grained slotting can be used to model contacts
where poor channel conditions or interference from other sources render a
successful transmission uncertain.

2.2. Fault Detection and Rerouting
Rerouting after eective detection of a failed contact or transmission attempt is a fundamental practical aspect to model the overall data ow in
DTNs under uncertain contact plans.

Single route reliability estimations

such as those in [32] can result inaccurate in practice when nodes detect and
act upon unexpected failures. However, the phenomena is not trivial.
Consider the example of Fig. 2 in which all links have a failure probability

S → B at t0 and C → D at t1 which have a
failure probability of pf = 0.80 and pf = 0.75 respectively. The transmission
delay ς = 0 and failure detection delay is fdd = 1 for all links and data
ows from source S to destination D . Without considering rerouting, routes
via node A (S → A → B → D) and via node C (S → C → D) would be
pf = 0.5

with the exception of

equally reliable because they both account for a
(SDP) of

0.125.

successful delivery probability

However, rerouting after failure detection might challenge

A→B

A, then the
data will not reach the destination. But, if the contact between C → D fails,
it is still possible to relay the data to node E after t1 , which has another
route towards D . In a context where rerouting is possible with fdd <= 1,
this calculation. If the link between

fails in the route via

the probability of a bundle to reach the destination via node C is 75% higher
(SDP

C

= 0.219). Otherwise,
SDP = 0.125.

for

fdd >= 2,

the delivery probability through

remains

In the following section, we claim the rerouting eect in an uncertain
time varying graph can be properly represented by means of Markov Decision
Processes.

8
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Figure 2: Rerouting is possible when node C detects a failure at the end of t1 (fdd = 1)
and has an alternative route to D at t2 that arrives on the same time slot (ς = 0).

3. Routing Under Uncertain Contact Plans

3.1. Markov Decision Process

A Markov Decision Process (MDP) is a mathematical structure that allows for the modelling of discrete-time systems in which the interaction between non-deterministic and probabilistic behaviour is central [41, 42]. Thus,
MDPs provide an appropriate framework for modelling decision making on
systems under probabilistically quantied uncertainty. In its simplest form,
a MDP

 S

M

(S, Act, P, s0 )

where

is a nite set of states with initial state

 Act

If

is a tuple

s0 ∈ S ,

is a nite set of actions, and

 P
P : S × Act × S → [0, 1] is a transition probability function such that
′
s′ ∈S P(s, α, s ) ∈ {0, 1}, for all s ∈ S and α ∈ Act .
P
′
in s. In this case, P(s, α, ·)
s′ ∈S P(s, α, s ) = 1, α is said to be

enabled

can be interpreted as the probability distribution of choosing the next state,
conditioned to the fact that the system is in state
chosen.

s

and action

α

has been

We notice that it is usually required that at least one action is

enabled in every state.

Since the problem ahead is a reachability problem

9
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(instead of a cost or reward problem), the usual reward function does not
play any role and hence we have omitted it in the denition of MDPs.
The intuitive operational behaviour of the MDP

M

is as follows.

The

M starts at the initial state s0 . Assume now the computation
n steps and reached state sn . At this moment one of the enabled
actions in sn , say αn+1 , is chosen to resolve the non-determinism at this
state. The next state sn+1 is now sampled randomly according to distribution
P(sn , αn+1 , ·).

computation of
has taken

Dierent types of properties could be required to a MDP. The usual

policy
policy

objective is to nd a
given property. A

that maximizes or minimizes the likelihood of the

is a function

π : S → Act

that denes the decision
1

to be made in a possible resolution of the non-determinism . Thus, limiting
the MDP

M

to the choices of the policy

π

denes a Markov chain for which

probabilities can be calculated.
We are particularly interested on maximizing the probability to reach a
state in the set of
B ⊆ S from the initial state s0 , say Pr max
s0 (reach(B )).
(In our case, B is the set of states in which bundles have been successfully

goal states

delivered). Moreover, we want to obtain the maximizing policy. This prob=0
lem can be solved using the Bellman equations as follows [38]. Let S
⊆S
=0
be the set of states whose probability of reaching a state in B is 0. (S
could be calculated in

O(|S|).)

For each state

s ∈ S,

dene a variable

xs

which represents the maximum probability of reaching a goal state in B from
s, that is xs = Pr max
(reach(B )). Then, precisely the vector (xs )s∈S is the
s
least solution of the following equation system:

xs = 1
xs = 0

if

s∈B
s ∈ S =0

if

s ∈ S\(S =0 ∪ B )

if

xs = max

α∈Act(s)

X

P(s, α, t) · xt

t∈S

Besides, the maximizing policy

π max (s) = argmax

X

π max

can be obtained as follows:

P(s, α, t) · xt

if

s ∈ S\(S =0 ∪ B )

α∈Act(s) t∈S

1 Polices

could be more complex, depending on the whole history rather than the current state, and selecting randomly among the enabled actions. The denition given here
correspond to the so called memoryless and deterministic policies, which is sucient for
our purposes.
10
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If

s ∈ S =0 ∪ B , π max (s)

s

is not interesting as

is already a goal state, or it

cannot reach it.
Reachability properties are standard properties in probabilistic model
checkers such as PRISM [43]. Indeed, we have successfully modeled singlecopy routing in DTNs under uncertain contact plans in PRISM [36] and
derived optimal routes in this case. Unfortunately, PRISM cannot deal with
the size of models we required, specially when we consider DTNs with multiple copies.

3.2. RUCoP
In order to determine the upper delivery probability bound for routing
with

N

copies in a DTN, we have developed Routing under Uncertain Con-

tact Plans (RUCoP). RUCoP is an MDP formulation which encodes all possible routing decisions for an uncertain DTN network based on its uncertain
time-varying graph representation and trac parameters, comprising source,
target and number of copies allowed. This information is encoded in states
and transitions. Table 1 summarizes the notation used throughout the remaining of this section.

Table 1: Notation reference

Symbol
pf (e, t)
ς(e, t)
fdd (e, t)
T

Description
Uncertain DTN Model (Section 2)
Failure probability for link
Delay for link

e

e

at time slot

t

at time slot t

Failure detection delay for link

e

at time slot

t

Set of time slots

RUCoP Core Algorithm (Section 3.2)

Gti
Stend
Sti
cp(c)
Cti
pred +
Gt(c)
i

Underlying digraph

G

path Gti (c′ , c)
Pc

Set of directed path from

for time slot

ti

Set of successful nal states

ti
node c

Set of states at time slot
Number of copies at

Set of nodes carrying copies in time slot
Set of all nodes in

Gti

reaching

c

in at least one

hop

Set of paths leading to

11

c

c′

to

c

ti

in

Gti
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R
Rc

Set of rules (i.e. pairs of nr. of copies and a path)
Set of

c-compatible

sets of rules (i.e. set of rules

transmitting exactly

Tr (s)

cp(c)

copies from

c)

s (an action is a
num _copies )
Successful probability of action R
Successful delivery probability of state s
Successful probability for action R starting from
state s at time slot t (Algorithm 2)
Returns the state from which action R leads to s
The action from s maximizing the delivery prob.
Set of actions leading to state

set of rules distributing exactly

pr R
Pr (s)
SDP (R, s, t)

get_prev_state(s, R)
best _action(s)
RU CoP (G, c, T )

Algorithm 1

RUCoP SDP Computation (Section 3.2)

℘(X)
contacts(R)
state _af _fl (R, s, fs)
pr fs
pr R
SDP (s)

Safe _state(n, c, ts)
LTr n (_, _, _)
Post(LTr n (ts, rc, ts ′ ))

Power set of

X

Set of links involved in action

R

Leading state when set of failures
Probability of all links in

fs

fs

happen

failing

Successful delivery probability of action
Successful delivery probability of state

L-RUCoP (Section 3.3)
State in which node

n

Routing table for node
The

state

known

has all

c

R

s

copies available

n

by

node

n

after

action

LTr n (ts, rc, ts ′ )

CGR-UCoP (Section 3.4)
Rl n (ts)

Set of partial routes computed by CGR at node

n
r
r [i]
Pr n (ts)
src(e)
tgt(e)
SDP CGR (r , ts)

States.

for time slot

ts

A partial route computed by CGR

ith

r
from n

contact in the partial route

Prob. of delivering a copy
Source of link

at time slot

ts

e

Destination of link

e

Bundle's delivery prob. through partial route

r

Each state in RUCoP contains information of the number of copies

12
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present on each node in the network at a given time slot. For example, in
n 0 0 0 0 0
the network of Fig. 2, the initial state would be st0 = [S A B C D E |t0 ]

st0 has n copies of the bundle at time 0, the start time of t0 .
s a b c d e
A state st3 = [S A B C D E |t3 ] at the beginning of t3 would represent a
successful delivery of data to D as long as d >= 1, meaning at least one copy
of the data arrived at D at the end of the time horizon. Since it is assumed
copies cannot be created or deleted, s + a + b + c + d + e = n in all states.
denoting that

Transitions.

Transitions between states in RUCoP are composed by ac-

i transmission transitions
ii store transitions

tions, which can be of two types: ( )

imply a node

perform a non-deterministic transmission through one (single-hop) or more
edges (multi-hop) in

G,

and (

)

model the case where a

node decides to keep the bundle in memory during the time slot. Since state
transitions imply a routing action on the nodes, the terms transitions and
actions are used interchangeably in RUCoP.

Tree Construction.
from the desirable

To build the state and transition tree, RUCoP starts

successful states

where data was delivered to the destina-

tion. Next, it considers states from the previous time slot that can lead to
the current state, whether by transmitting data through a path or by keeping
it in storage. In order to determine which state of the previous time slot can
arrive to the current state, a set of transmissions transition are constructed.
Finally, between these transitions, the one which has the highest delivery
probability is chosen and noted. The process repeats until the
is reached.

initial state

In order to determine the probability of a given transition, all

cases of failures and successful link establishments are considered:

(i ) when

a contact fails, data remains stored in the transmitting node where new
transmission transitions can be considered after

fdd ,

and

(ii ) when a link is

established, the data is transmitted through it, and it can be sent again after

ς.
For example, the RUCoP model in Fig. 3 corresponds to the network
0 0 0 0 1 0
of Fig. 2, when a single copy is sent. The successful state [S A B C D E |t3 ]
is at the last time slot

t3 ,

which can be reached either by receiving data

C → E → D (multi-hop transmission) or by having data already
D since t2 . In turn, these intermediate states can only be reached
if a C → D transition or a B → D transition takes place on t1 . It can be
observed that, if C → D fails, C can detect the failure (fdd = 1) and store
the data for further transmission transitions. However, if the contact B → D
0 0 1 0 0 0
fails, data will remain in B leading to state [S A B C D E |t2 ], from which
through

stored at

13
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Figure 3: RUCoP MDP tree based on the network of Fig. 2 for 1 copy.
the successful state cannot be reached (i.e., delivery cannot occur). This is
represented by the grey dotted arrow outgoing the red dot. A similar (but

S → A → B and S → B
outgoing the initial state: if the S → A, A → B or S → B contacts fail,
1 0 0 0 0 0
data will remain in S leading to state [S A B C D E |t1 ] or in A leading to
0 1 0 0 0 0
state [S A B C D E |t1 ]. Both of these states are failure consequences of
transitions S → A → B and S → B , which have no possibility of reaching

more involved) situation happens in transitions

the successful state (greyed-out arrows in the gure). In this simple example, all non-deterministic transmission transitions (red dots in the gure),
except

C → D,

lead to states unable to reach the successful state as long as

some contact in the transition fails. Indeed, constructing the tree backwards
avoids exploring such states. It is interesting to note that if detection delay

fdd = 2 in C → D at t1 , the dashed line indicating failure
0 0 0 1 0 0
path would lead to [S A B C D E |t3 ], which is also unable to reach the
successful state. In other words, by the time when C detects the failure, the
contact C → E would have already passed.

would have been

Successful delivery probability.

While constructing the tree, RUCoP

keeps track of the successful delivery probability. Indeed,

SDP = 1

at the

successful states, and is updated as the tree is built backwards in time following the Bellman equations. For each non-deterministic transmission transition, the probability of arriving to the successful state is computed.

SDP

is updated with the highest probability. Once the initial state is reached, the

SDP

will capture the maximum delivery probability possible. By navigating

the tree top-down, the most reliable routing decisions (i.e., policy) can be

14
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Figure 4: RUCoP MDP tree based on the network of Fig. 2 for 2 copies.

SDP mett0 for an SDP = 0.219,
SDP = 1, or to E at t2 in

obtained by choosing transitions that lead to states with the best
ric. In the example,
and

C

S

should route the data to

should try to send data to

D

at

t1

C

for an

at

case of failure.

Multiple copies.

The proposed RUCoP expression is specically designed

to model the state of the network with multiple copies. Naturally, modeling
multiple copies notably increases the number of transitions and states in
the MDP. For example, when two instances of the bundle are considered,
transmission transitions can involve the transmission of either one or two
bundles of data, and transmission failures might occur in any of the used
links. As illustrated in Fig. 4, six successful states are possible and should be
considered with two copies on the example network. For instance, node
choose to transmit one copy via

A

and one via

C

S

can

to maximize the delivery

chances. However, for larger networks with several copies, constructing the
model requires of the following formal expression of the RUCoP algorithm.

The algorithm:

For simplicity, we present the algorithm limited to uncer-

tain time varying graphs where the edge delay is insignicant and the edge
failure detection delay is always one time slot (i.e.
for all edge

e∈E

and time slot

t ∈ T ).

ς(e, t) = 0 and fdd (e, t) = 1

At the end of this section, we hint

the required modications of the algorithm to deal with the general treatment of these delays. Algorithm 1 lists the formal steps required to construct
and solve the RUCoP MDP for these type of networks with a maximum of

num _copies

number of copies.

Initially, a set of all possible

successful states S

tend are generated (line 1)
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Algorithm 1: The RUCoP algorithm
Input: Uncertain time varying graph G , num _copies , Target
Output: Explored states S , Routing table Tr , Successful delivery
probability Pr
1: determine
Stend for num _copies
2: S ← Stend
3: for all ti ∈ T , starting from tend−1 do
4:
Sti ← ∅
5:
for all state s ∈ Sti+1 do
6:
determine
Cti
7:
for all node c S
∈ Cti do
′
, c)
8:
Pc ← {c} ∪ c′ ∈pred + (c) path Gt(c
i
Gt
i

P
9:
Rc ← R ⊆ {0, . . . cp(c)} × Pc |
(k,ρ)∈R k = cp(c)
10:
end for  S
11:
Tr (s) ←
c∈Cti Rc | ∀c ∈ Cti : Rc ∈ Rc
12:
for all R ∈ Tr (s) do
13:
s′ ←
(s, R)
′
14:
Sti ← Sti ∪ {s }
15:
pr R ← SDP (R, s′ , ti )
16:
if Pr (s′ ) is undened or Pr (s′ ) < pr R then
17:
Pr (s′ ) ← pr R
18:
(s′ ) ← R
19:
end if
20:
end for
21:
S ← S ∪ Sti
22:
end for
23: end for
24: return S , Tr , Pr

successful states

carrier nodes

get_previous_state

best_action
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and added to the set of explored states (line 2). A state is successful if at
least one copy is in the target node and exactly
among all nodes.

num _copies

are distributed

RUCoP builds the MDP backwards from this set with

the goal of arriving to the initial state. To this end, all reachable states
within each

ti

in

T

Sti

are determined starting from an empty set (line 4 and

Sti

loop starting at line 5).

is subsequently populated with all states that

are able to reach some state in

Sti+1

by means of actions involving bundle

transmissions, data storage or a combination of them when multiple copies
are presented.
Thus, for each state

s ∈ Sti+1 ,

the loop proceeds in two parts. The rst

one (lines 6-11) determines the set of actions
state

s.

Tr (s)

that successfully lead to

The second one (lines 12-20) calculates the predecessor states for

each of these actions which are then included in the set of states

Sti

of the

preceding time slot and for which its successful delivery probability (SDP) is
calculated.
To obtain
6).

Tr (s),

carrier nodes C
rules

the set of

ti in

s

is rst determined (line

A carrier node is a node holding at least one copy of the bundle.

action in

Tr (s)

is a set of

. A rule is a tuple

(k, ρ)

where

ρ

single-hop or multiple-hop path (or route) in the underlying digraph
the time slot ti (Gti ), and
path; thus,
node

c

k ≤ cp(c),

k

An

is a valid

G

for

is the number of copies transmitted through this

where

cp(c)

is the number of copies the target carrier

has in its buer.

For each carrier node

c ∈ Cti ,

the set

Pc

of paths leading to

c

in the

current contact digraph Gti is determined. This is calculated in line 8 where:
+
(i) pred G (c) is the set of all nodes in Gti reaching c in at least one hop, and
ti
′
′
(ii) path Gt(c , c) is the set of all paths in Gti starting in node c and ending in

c

i

containing all distinct vertices. In addition,

path

c

Pc

always contains the trivial

which is intended to represent that data remains stored in the node

c

for the current time slot.
Notice that the dierent copies may arrive at node
paths. Thus

Rc

contains the set of all

how the copies arrive to

c (line 9).

compatible

c

through multiple

sets of rules that indicate

By compatible, we mean that the numbers

of copies delivered by the rules in such set should add up to exactly
i.e.,

R ∈ Rc

whenever

Finally (line 11), an

(k,ρ)∈R k = cp(c).
action R ∈ Tr (s)

is a set of rules so that, for each

c ∈ Cti , the subset of all rules in R leading to c is compatible
R ∩ (N × Pc ) ∈ Rc ). A rule R never delivers more than num _copies in

carrying node
(i.e.,

cp(c),

P
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total. This is guaranteed by the fact that

P

c∈Cti

cp(c) ≤ num _copies .

To illustrate the exposed concepts, Fig. 5 lists carrier and predecessor
s = [S 0 A0 B 2 C 1 E 0 D0 |t1 ] corre-

nodes, paths, rules and transition for state

sponding to the network in Fig. 2 when 3 copies are allowed. Since
two copies, each compatible set of rules leading to

B

B

carries

may have up to two

rules. The resulting transition includes all the possible transmissions of the
copies succesfully reaching the evaluated state.

R ∈ Tr (s) is considered individually to determine its
s′ (line 13) which is added to the set of previous
′
sates Sti (line 14). Notice that s may already be present in Sti if it is the
source of a previously analysed transition R̂ ∈ Tr (ŝ) for some previously
selected state ŝ ∈ Sti+1 . In line 15, the probability induced by transition R
is calculated calling function SDP (which we will shortly discuss). If this is
′
′
the rst time state s is visited (hence its successful deliver probability Pr (s )
Each transition

corresponding previous state

is not yet dened) or its previously assigned probability is smaller than the
′
newly found pr R (line 16) Pr (s ) is set to the new maximum pr R (line 17)
and indicated that this is achieved through transition R (line 18). (This is
implementing the maximum of the Bellman equations.)
explored at time slot

ti

Finally, all states

are added to the set of of explored states

The next iteration will explore the new set of states

Sti

S

(line 21).

and so forth until

t0

is reached.
If the initial state

st0

where all copies are present at the source node is

part of the set of explored states
in array

best_action

optimal SDP equal to

Pr (st0 )

S,

then there is a series of actions (stored

) that lead to a successful delivery of the data with an

Pr (st0 ).

If the initial state

st0

is undened and the SDP for the model is

is not present in

0,

S , then

implying no routing

decision can be successful in delivering the bundle of data to the intended
destination.

Calculating SDP. Algorithm 2 shows how SDP is computed for a transition
R leaving a state s. We let contacts(R) be a set containing every link involved
in some path in R, and iterate for every possible combination of link failures
(line 2). Thus, a failure set fs ∈ ℘(contacts(R)) stands for a set of links
that failed to be established whereas contacts(R) − fs are the links that
successfully transmitted the data. Depending on fs , a transition comprising
several hops can leave the bundle in dierent nodes in the path and thus lead
to dierent states. The state
to if links in

fs

to _state

to which the network would evolve

failed is computed (line 3). Notice that

18
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Figure 5: Nodes, rules and transition example in RUCoP
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be a successfully delivering state in which case

SDP (to _state)

will not be

dened and the probability of delivering of this particular combination of
failing links is 0. The conditional statement of line 4 takes this into account.

to _state is a successful delivering state, the probability pr fs of this
failure set to happen is calculated (line 5) and the contribution to the total

Thus, if

probability of successfully delivering the data when links in

fs

fail is added

up (line 6).

Algorithm 2: Successful Delivery Probability (SDP )
Input: Transition R, state s, current time slot t
Output: SDP of current action

1: pr R ← 0
2: for all fs ∈ ℘(contacts(R)) do
3:
to _state ← state _after _failures(R, s, fs)
4:
if SDP (to_state) is dened then  

Q
Q
p
(e,
t)
1−p
(e,
t)
∗
5:
pr fs ←
f
f
e∈fs
e∈contacts(R)−fs
6:
pr R ← pr R + pr fs ∗ SDP (to _state)
7:
end if
8: end for
9: return pr R

Fig. 6 illustrates the calculation of the SDP for transition {(1, S → A →
B), (1, S → C)} which is a transition from [S 2 A0 B 0 C 0 E 0 D0 |t0 ] (the ini0 0 1 1 0 0
tial state) to [S A B C E D |t1 ] when 2 copies are allowed and successfully transmitted.

In other words, when no failure is observed (℘

= ∅),

copies are successfully transmitted to B and other to C with a probability of
p = 53 = 0.125. However, dierent failures can lead to 5 possible alternative
states with an accumulated probability of

1 − 0.125.

Two of these have an

undened SDP, implying they have no further possibility of delivering the
data to the destination. This particular transition is the one with the highest
2 0 0 0 0 0
SDP for [S A B C E D |t0 ] so that it stands for the optimal decision for
forwarding two copies from

Complexity analysis.
|Pc | ≤ Nc ! ·

PNc

1
i=0 i!

S

to

D

in the example network.

Nc = |pred +
, then
Gt(c)|
i


|Pc |+cp(c)
eNc !+cp(c)
<
.
cp(c)
cp(c)

First of all, notice that, if

< eNc !

and hence

20
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Figure 6: RUCoP updates for transition {(1, S → A → B), (1, S → C)} in-going state

[S 0 A0 B 1 C 1 E 0 D0 |t1 ]
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From this, we have that

|Tr (s)| =

Y
c∈Cti


K
Y eNc ! + cp(c)
eN ! + K
|Rc | <
≤
.
cp(c)
K
c∈C
ti

The last inequality follows from taking the worst case values, knowing that

cp(c) ≤ num _copies

|Cti | ≤ num _copies (there can never be more
carrier nodes than allowed copies), and letting N = maxt∈T maxc∈Ct Nc and
K = num _copies . The calculation of Pc is done by a search algorithm of
complexity O (Nc !), and the construction of Rc and Tr (s) are by enumera
 
eN !+K K
tion. Thus, the complexity of lines 5-10 in Algorithm 1 is O
.
K
Focusing now in Algorithm 2, notice that contacts(R) can contain, in
2
the worst case, all edges present in Gti ; therefore |contacts(R)| ≤ Nc ≤
N 2 . Calculation in line 5 involves a multiplication of |contacts(R)| terms.
Hence, taking into account that the loop repeats |℘(contacts(R))| times, the

2 N
complexity of this algorithm is O N 2
.
and

From the previous
we see that the body of loop in lines 4-20 in
 observation,
 

|V |+K
2 N eN !+K K
Algorithm 1 is O N 2
. By observing that that |Sti | =
,
K
K
we can nally conclude that the complexity of Algorithm 1 is:


O N 2 · 2N ·
Where

V


eN !+K K
K

·

|V |+K
K



is the set of all nodes in the network and

consideration.

· |T |
T



is the time span under

We remark that, although in the worst case

normally expect

N

N = |V |,

we

the maximum number of nodes reaching a carrier node

in a single time slot to be signicantly smaller than the number of nodes
in

V.
Taking into account Stirling's aproximation to factorials, we nally notice

that the algorithm is in 2-EXPTIME. However, in practice, we manage to
have a satisfactory performance in practical use cases as it can be seen in
Section 4.3.

Link and failure detection delays.

Algorithm 1 is presented for networks

with insignicant link delays and one time slot failure detection delay in all
cases. In the general case, for networks where
some link

e∈E

and time slot

t ∈ T,

ς(e, t) > 0

or

fdd (e, t) > 1,

for

additional bookkeeping is necessary.

In particular, it is not possible to only count copies of bundles. In this case,
it will be necessary to distinguish each copy and annotate it with the time
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slot in which it is available for transmission (either because of the delay
after transmission, or because of the delay after failure). This will have to
′
be carefully considered, especially, when calculating path Gt (c, c ) (line 7 in
i
Algorithm 1) or the target state in
Algorithm 2).

state _after _failures(R, s, fs)

(line 3 in

In addition, this modication will have an impact on the

(already high) complexity of the algorithm.

3.3. L-RUCoP
RUCoP is based on a global view of the system: decisions are taken based
on the current state of the network. This implies that distributed nodes need
to know where all copies are in the network at any moment, including remote
and potentially disconnected nodes. Although optimal, this is impossible to
achieve in highly partitioned DTNs where delays and disruptions force nodes
to decide based on partial local knowledge [44, 45, 46]. A simple example of
this phenomenon is presented in Fig. 7. Two decisions are possible at node

A

t2 ,

store

C . However, which is optimal,
might depend on weather the other copy is on B or C at t2 (and also on pf 4
and pf 5 ). Nonetheless, because A was out of reach of B and C , or because
the contact A−C is unidirectional or highly delayed, node A may not be able
in

it can

the copy or forward it to

to know which is the global status of the system nor which is the optimal
action in

t2 .

The aim of this section is to propose a derivation of RUCoP

that can be implementable in DTNs where knowledge is restricted to each
node's local view. We coin this practical approach

local

RUCoP (L-RUCoP).

L-RUCoP takes routing decisions on each local node
routing matrix

LTr n (ts , c, ti ).

In this entry,

ts

n

using a pre-lled

indicates the safe time slot

and it is normally the next one after the copies have been received,

c

is the

current number of copies that n holds, and ti ≥ ts is the current time slot.
LTr n (ts , c, ts ) will contain the best decision n can take assuming no knowledge
of the network. This is the same as if assuming that n holds all copies and
no other copy is in the system. Therefore LTr n (ts , c, ts ) contains exactly all
routing decisions made by RUCoP for the state in which n contains all c
copies and no copies are in the other nodes. Nonetheless, if n decides to
keep some copies rc < c and only send c − rc copies, in the following time
slots n has certain knowledge of the previously distributed copies that may
be handy to improve the decision on the routing of the remaining rc copies.
We illustrate this peculiarity using the contact plan in Fig. 7 assuming that

pf 1 = pf 2 = 0.1, pf 3 = pf 4 = 0.5 and pf 5 = 0.9. The optimizing route for
LTr A (t2 , 1, t2 ), in which A has no knowledge of the past, is to deliver the only
23
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Figure 7: An example where local knowledge on A is not enough to determine the global
status of the system.
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copy through node

C

success if delivering later directly to
a copy at time slot

t0

0.25 (the probability of
However, if A had delivered

with a probability of success of

D

is

0.1).

and preserved a second copy, the optimizing route for

LTr A (t0 , 1, t2 ) would be to keep the copy and deliver it later through D (with
probability 0.4645, against 0.4525 if the second copy is delivered through C
instead).
L-RUCoP considers this peculiarity to optimize the decisions. This means
that populating the matrix requires

N

dierent executions of RUCoP. Since

nodes in DTN networks may not have powerful on-board computers, a centralized node, such as the mission operation and control (MOC) center in the
case of satellite networks, should be responsible for computing

LTr n (ts , c, ti )

and providing it to the network nodes in advance.
The construction of the L-RUCoP matrix is detailed in Algorithm 3.
First, RUCoP is executed for all possible

c ≤ N copies, storing the resulting
(Sc , Tr c , Pr c ) (lines 1-2).

states, transitions and delivery probabilities

Notice that at this point all possible optimizing decisions have been calculated. So, what remains of the algorithm, is to construct all tables

LTr n

by properly searching on the results calculated with RUCoP. Thus the algorithm nests two loops. The outer loop (lines 4-21) iterates on every node

ts , and number of copies c ≤ N in order to rst calculate the
LTr n (ts, c, ts). If needed, it then iterates on the inner loop
′
(lines 10-19) to populate the table entries LTr n (ts, rc, ts ) on the following
′
time slots ts > ts for the distribution of the copies that have been held by
n,

time slot

safe decision

the node.
So, the rst step of the outer loop is to dene the state s in which the node
n has all copies c in time slot ts (line 5) and no other copy is in the network.
Thus Safe _state(n, c, ts) = [A0 , B0 , ..., nc , ...|ts]. This is the safe state in
which n has no knowledge of the network. If this state exists in Sc (i.e. the
corresponding RUCoP found a likely successful route to the target node),
node n has a route to target and its routing decisions (calculated through
Tr c (s)) are saved in LTr n (ts, c, ts) (line 7). At this point, the number of
copies rc that are not distributed in this routing action is calculated (line 9)
′
and the current time slot ts is set to ts (line 8). If some copy remains in the
′
node, the inner loop takes action (line 10). Firstly, the state s known by node
n after taking the last routing decision (namely, LTr n (ts, rc, ts ′ )) is calculated
′
(line 11). More precisely Post(LTr n (ts, rc, ts )) delivers the state at time slot
ts ′ + 1, in which node n contains the copies remaining after routing action
LTr n (ts, rc, ts ′ ), any node n′ that is in direct contact with n according to
25
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Algorithm 3: L-RUCoP Route table construction
Input: number of copies N , target node T
Output: A routing table LTr n for each node n
1: for all c ≤ N do
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

(Sc , Tr c , Pr c ) ← RU CoP (G, c, T )

end for
for all node n, time slot ts , and c ≤ N do
s ← Safe _state(n, c, ts)
if s ∈ Sc then
LTr n (ts, c, ts) ← {(k, r) ∈ Tr c (s) | first(r) = n}
ts ′ ← ts
rc ← (∃ (k, n) ∈ LTr (n, ts, c, ts ′ ))? k : 0
while rc > 0 do
s′ ← Post(LTr n (ts, rc, ts ′ ))
ts ′ = ts ′ + 1
if s′ ∈ Src then
LTr n (ts, rc, ts ′ ) ← {(k, r) ∈ Tr rc (s′ ) | first(r) = n}

else
break
end if

rc ← (∃ (k, n) ∈ LTr n (ts, rc, ts ′ ))? k : 0

end while
end if
end for
return LTr n , for all node n.
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LTr n (ts, rc, ts ′ )

contains exactly the number of copies that

n

delivered to

it, and any other node does not contain any copy. Also, the next time slot is
′
calculated (line 12). If state s exists in Src (i.e. the corresponding RUCoP
found a likely successful route to the target node), the routing decision is
′
saved (lines 14). Instead, if s was not marked as explored by RUCoP, then
′
no path to the successful state is possible from s , the action for that table
entry is left undened (line 16) and the inner loop is nished. While there
is a successful route to the target node, the number of remaining copies

rc

for the next step are calculated (line 18) and the inner loop repeats until no
further copies

rc

n.
that LTr n (ts, c, ts)

remains in

It is worth to recall
up for the local node.

is always the

safe entry

to look

This means that whenever new copies arrive, or a

n, it should take the current
table at entry LTr n (ts, c, ts)
held by n). Because of this

routing decision fails to be accomplished in node
time slot
(assuming

ts
c

as a safe place and look up the
is the current number of copies

fact of returning to the safe entry each time of uncertainty, in which the
node assumes no copies are present in remote nodes, L-RUCoP accounts for a
pessimistic-case knowledge from the local node perspective. Nevertheless, we
show in Section 4 that L-RUCoP is a valuable routing approach for uncertain
contact plan implementable in realistic DTN nodes constrained to localized
knowledge.

3.4. RUCoP-enhanced CGR
To easily exploit the RUCoP method in existing DTN protocol stacks with
minimal modications, we also propose an alternative CGR formulation (a
single-copy DTN routing scheme). We base the approach on a RUCoP-based
SDP metric to achieve reliably delivery of bundles over an uncertain contact
plan. CGR is a Dijkstra-based distributed routine that runs on each DTN
node to determine the best routes to a given destination based on a preprovisioned contact plan (the interested reader can refer to [18], [17] and [28]
for an in-depth description of CGR). We propose CGR-UCoP as a simple
means of extending CGR to operate with uncertain contact plans based on
the outcomes of RUCoP. The idea is that CGR-UCoP selects the route that
optimizes the successful delivery probability (SDP) instead of optimizing the
time to destination as it is normally done in CGR.
In CGR-UCoP, we let CGR calculate the list of possible routes to a given
destination using its modied Dijkstra contact plan search. In other words,
route computation is left unchanged from legacy CGR. Also, the resulting
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route list for each destination is constructed and consulted on forwarding time
by the DTN node. However, instead of choosing the best route from the list
based on the best delivery time metric, CGR-UCoP decides considering a
custom SDP-based metric. CGR-UCoP metric is built around the
constructed in Algorithm 1 for only 1 copy.

n

table

Pr n (ts) = Pr (Safe _state(n, 1, ts)) (Safe _state
is dened as in Sec. 3.3). That is Pr n (ts) is the probability of successfully
delivering a single copy from node n at time ts . Similarly to L-RUCoP, the
values of Pr n (ts ) can be pre-computed and provisioned to the DTN nodes
and time slot

ts ,

Pr

More precisely, for each node

we take

together with the contact plan required by CGR to operate.
For the calculations, we assume that, after running CGR, a node n is
∗
left with a table Rl n : T → ℘(E ) that, given a time slot ts , returns a set
of partial routes

Rl n (ts).

r ∈ Rl n (ts)
e ∈ E of the

Each

that each contact is an edge

is a sequence of contacts recall
uncertain timed-varying graph

representing a partial route to destination, more precisely, the fragment of
the route that starts in node

n

at time slot

ts

and contains all hops that

take place only during the same time slot. Thus, for instance, considering

r = (S → A) (A → B) is a possible route in Rl S (t0 ), but
(S → A) (A → B) (B → D) is not, as it expands through two time slots (t0
and t1 ), nor is (S → A), since it does not contains all the hops in time slot
t0 . We let r [i] indicate the ith contact in the sequence and |r | the length of
r (in the example r [0] = S → A and |r | = 2). In addition, src(e) and tgt(e)
indicate the source and target of contact e respectively.
Based on Pr , a SDP for a partial route r ∈ Rl n (ts) can be computed as

the graph of Fig. 2,

follows.

SDP CGR (r , ts) =


|r |−1
Y

(1 − pf (r [k], ts) · Pr tgt(r [|r |−1]) (ts + ς(r [|r | − 1], ts))
k=0
|r |−1

+

X

k−1
Y

k=0

i=0

!

(1 − pf (r [i], ts))

· pf (r [k], ts)
· Pr src(r [k]) (ts + fdd (r [k], ts))

The rst summand of the equation corresponds to the successful transmission
of the message through all hops in

r.
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product of the probability of successfully transmitting in each contact the
probability of success in the

ith

hop is

(1 − pf (r [k]))

times the likelihood

(according to RUCoP) that the message is succesfully transmitted to destination from the last node of the partial route

r

(i.e.

Pr tgt(r [|r |−1]) (ts + ς)).

Notice that this last probability should be considered at the moment that
the message is available in the node, which can only be after the transmission delay

ς(r [|r | − 1], ts).

The second summand estimates the probability

of successfully transmitting the message given that some hop in
transmit at time slot

ts .

The

k th

r

failed to

summand here corresponds to the likeli-

hood of successfully transmitting given that the hop

k is the rst to fail.

This

is calculated as the product
Qof the probability ofsuccsesfully transmitting in
k−1
the rst k − 1 hops (i.e.
i=0 (1 − pf (r [i], ts)) ), times the probability of
failing in the

k th

hop (pf (r [k], ts)), times the likelihood (according to RU-

CoP) that the message is succesfully transmitted to destination from the
node that failed to transmit in the

k th hop (i.e. Pr src(r [k]) (ts + fdd (r [k], ts))).

Notice this last probability should be considered at the moment that such
node detects that the communication has failed, i.e. at

ts + fdd (r [k], ts).

SDP CGR indicates the delivery probability of each
Rln (ts ) computed by CGR, which can be used to decide on a reliable

The resulting metric
route in

proximate node to forward the bundle with a simple modication to existing
implementations. It is worth noting that RUCoP might have explored more
routes (potentially more reliable) than those in

Rln (ts ),

the construction

of which is guided by best delivery time as per CGR's internal Dijkstra
searches.

Nevertheless, in Section 4 we show that the RUCoP-based SDP

metric outperforms baseline CGR and approximates the theoretical outcome
of RUCoP and L-RUCoP in random and realistic application scenarios.

4. Result Analysis
In this section, we propose a benchmark ecosystem to evaluate the proposed routing schemes for DTNs under uncertain contact plans, and use it
to analyze the network performance when applying RUCoP, L-RUCoP and
CGR-UCoP.

4.1. Benchmark
A benchmark for DTNs under uncertain contact plans needs to comprise all possible routing solutions that can be considered for such scenarios.
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In particular, CGR, sought for fully scheduled DTNs and S&W, sought for
fully unpredictable DTNs sit at the edges of the uncertain DTNs classication. Other intermediate schemes present in the literature are also considered. Table 2 summarizes and compares the routing schemes present in the
benchmark. We briey recapitulate them as follows.



Upper bound reference:

 CGR-FA:

CGR-FA is an oracle-based fault-aware (FA) scheme.

It leverages the same single-copy implementation than CGR, but
uses a contact plan where contacts that will fail are removed. By
being able to know where and when faults will occur, CGR-FA is
used as a theoretical upper bound providing the best achievable
performance (delivery ratio and energy consumption).



Single-copy, certain contact plan:

 CGR:

Current implementation of CGR [17] in ION v3.5.0 [47]

which forwards a bundle using the rst contact of the route which
has the

best delivery time

among all to the given destination. CGR

assumes all contacts in the contact plan will occur as planned.



Single-copy, uncertain contact plan:

 CGR-HOP:

A variant of CGR which forwards a bundle on the

rst contact or hop of the route which has the

least hop count

among all to the given destination. As discussed in [48], reducing

the hops increases the delivery probability in uncertain contact
plans, at the expense of delivery delay.

 CGR-UCoP: The RUCoP-enhanced CGR formulation presented
in Section 3.4 that enables a straightforward implementation to
leverage RUCoP model features in DTN nodes based on ION protocol stack.



Multi-copy, uncertain contact plan:

 RUCoP:
work.

Static routing rules are sent to each node in the net-

These routes are computed using the RUCoP model in

Algorithm 1.

To determine the current state and decide on the

subsequent action, nodes have access to a global view of the copy
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distribution on the network, which is not necessarily feasible in reality. The benchmark considers RUCoP with 1, 2, 3 and 4 copies.

 L-RUCoP: Static routing rules are sent to each node in the network by means of the

LTr

table.

The table comprises a set of

specic routing decisions, based on RUCoP model computed for
each node, destination and number of copies.

For each bundle,

nodes decide routing based on the number of local copies.

The

benchmark considers L-RUCoP with 1, 2, 3 and 4 copies.

 CGR-2CP: Another variant of CGR where two-copies (2CP) are
generated at the source [48]. Copies are forwarded via both the
best delivery time and the least hop count routes, when dierent.
CGR-2CP provides equal or better delivery ratio than CGR-HOP
with improved delivery delay.



Multi-copy, no contact plan knowledge:

 S&W: Spray-and-wait routing provides similar performance metrics than ooding with less overhead [24].

The trac source

spreads a limited number of copies to the rst contacted neighbors
and then wait until one of those copies reaches the destination. We
evaluate S&W with 2, 3 and 4 copies.
For each routing scheme, the benchmark considers and evaluates the following routing metrics.

 Delivery Ratio:

number of bundles successfully delivered over num-

ber of bundles generated, excluding copies. This is the main metric of
the benchmark.

 Delivery Delay:
destination.

mean delay per bundle successfully delivered to the

Non delivered bundles are not considered in the metric;

thus, this metric should be considered after the delivery ratio.

 Energy Eciency:

number of bundles successfully delivered over the

total number of transmissions in the network. Also observed after the
delivery ratio, as good eciency might come at the expense of poor
delivery.
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1-4

Delivery

L-RUCoP

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

1-4

Delivery

CGR-UCoP

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

1

Delivery

CGR

Yes

No

No

Yes

1

Delay

Copies

metric

1

No

Main
optimization

No

No

(local view)

Yes

Yes

Implementable

Encoded failures

Yes

Yes

(oracle)

Encoded
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Yes
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CGR-FA

CGR-HOP

Yes

No

No

Yes

1

Delivery

CGR-2CP

Yes

No

No

Yes

2

Delivery & Delay

S&W

No

No

No

Yes

2-4

Delivery & Delay

Table 2: Routing Schemes in the Benchmark
We analyze the results obtained from two benchmark scenarios: random
networks and ring-road networks (RRN). The former renders a highly connected network with several route paths, while the latter comprises two realistic and simple topologies where satellites can contact ground spots (RRN-A
and RRN-B). In all cases, bundles sizes are set small enough to avoid congestion biases. Also, channels are congured as error-free (i.e., no packet drop)
in order to focus the analysis only on the uncertainty phenomena.

 Random Networks:

Composed of 10 random topologies with 8 nodes

and a duration of 100 seconds. Time is fragmented in episodes of 10
seconds. In each episode, the connectivity between nodes (i.e., presence
of contacts) is decided based on a contact density parameter of 0.2,
similar to [35]. An all-to-all trac pattern is assumed. Each routing
algorithm is simulated 100 times on each of the 10 networks and then
averaged.

 RRN-A with ISL: The RRN-A is based on a realistic low-Earth orbit
Walker constellation of 16 satellites proposed and described in [28].
Satellites act as data-mules by receiving data from 22 isolated ground
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terminals, store it and deliver it to a ground station placed in Argentina.
This is an all-to-one trac pattern. In this case, satellites are equipped
with Inter-Satellite Links (ISLs) implying contacts are also possible inorbit [28]. Routes can thus involve multiple hops between satellites and
ground terminals. The scenario is propagated for 24 hours and sliced
into 1440 time slots, each of 60 seconds. Within a time slot, a contact
is considered feasible if a communication opportunity of more than 30
seconds exists. This corresponds to a ne-grained model.

 RRN-B without ISL:

A dierent Walker constellation topology of

12 satellites on polar orbits where no close-distance crossing is present.
Not having ISL implies the routes to a target ground spot destination
use at most one data-mule satellite. In this case, the routing decision is
taken by a centralized mission control for data owing from Internet to
the isolated terminals. This is a one-to-one trac pattern where routing
implies deciding which ground station will be used to upload the data
to which satellite. Two ground stations are congured as gateways in
Antarctica and Svalbard. This scenario considers a coarse-grain model:
time slots are dened in such a way that contacts start and terminate
within the time slot duration.
It is worth mentioning that orbital paths

2

are calculated from STK [49]

and encoded into contact plans with contact plan designer [50]. For the sake
of simplicity, contact failure probabilities
in all links, ranging between [0,1]. Indeed,

pf are congured homogeneously
pf s is the independent variable in

the benchmark. As a result, it is expected that certain contact plan routing
provide good metrics when

pf ≈ 0.

pf ≈ 1, while non contact plan based solutions on

The hypothesis is that uncertain contact plan approaches outperform

both in intermediate values of

pf .

By running a large routing simulation

campaign using DtnSim [51], we are able to determine on which ranges of

pf

the hypothesis holds.

2 STK scenarios, visualizations, orbital parameters and ground locations as well as
resulting contact plans for the proposed benchmark are publicly available at https://

sites.google.com/unc.edu.ar/dtsn-scenarios
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Figure 8: RRN satellite constellation topologies, parameters and orbital tracks. On the
left, RRN-A with ISL shows the 22 ground nodes (sources of data) as well as the target
ground station in Argentina (many-to-one trac). On the right, RRN-B without ISL
shows the two ground station that can be used as gateways to reach a single target spot
(one-to-one trac).

4.2. Results
3

The benchmark results

are summarized in Fig. 9. To facilitate the com-

parison with state-of-the-art solutions, metrics are plotted with respect to
CGR. CGR-FA is plotted as maximum theoretical bound in dotted lines.
Because the RRN satellite networks oer simpler (and less) routes (i.e., less
hop count) than the random networks, the potential improvement evidenced
by CGR-FA in these scenarios is signicant towards cases with higher failure
probabilities (right hand-side of the curves).

4.2.1. Delivery Ratio
When contact failure probabilities are close to

0,

the contact plan occurs

as expected (i.e., no uncertainties). In this context, and for all studied scenarios, RUCoP, L-RUCoP and CGR-UCoP provide the same delivery ratio
performance than CGR. Being based on CGR calculations, CGR-2CP and
CGR-HOP also provide the same delivery ratio metric. On the other hand,
S&W algorithms oer limited relative performance in these cases as they

3 The RUCoP implementation in Python3 as well as the scripts used to obtain the results

presented in this sections are publicly available at https://bitbucket.org/fraverta/
experiments-paper-ieee-tmc-2020.
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Figure 9: Routing for DTNs under uncertain contact plan benchmark. From left to right,
the dierent scenarios: random networks, RRN-A, and RRN-B. From top to bottom, the
dierent metrics: delivery ratio, delivery delay, energy eciency. Delivery delay and energy
eciency have to be considered after delivery ratio, as they are computed from delivered
bundles only. Curves includes CGR-FA (oracle), RUCoP (1 to 4 copies), L-RUCoP (1 to
4 copies), CGR-UCoP (adapted CGR), CGR-2CP (two-copies), CGR-HOP (lowest hop
count metric), and S&W (2 to 4 copies).
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have no consideration of the topological knowledge imprinted in the contact
plan.
As the probability of failure increases, the delivery ratio diverges for most
techniques. In all scenarios, and for each number of copies, RUCoP model
provides the best delivery ratio results, improving as the number of allowed
copies increases. This improvement becomes more evident for larger

pf .

L-

RUCoP follows RUCoP closely, with a delta of performance explained by
the fact of solely relaying on (a pessimistic) local node's knowledge. Also,
as expected, S&W improves the delivery ratio on scenarios with higher uncertainty. Depending on the number of copies, S&W schemes can even outperform CGR baseline in particular cases, as already indicated in [35].

In

random networks, S&W provides good two-copies results, in comparison with
CGR-2CP; however, the latter behaves better in simpler networks such as
RRN (delivery ratio for S&W-2 in RRN-A and B is always worst than CGR
baseline and thus not plotted). Nevertheless, L-RUCoP oers the best singlecopy implementable routing solution, closely followed by CGR-UCoP, both
improving CGR delivery ratio in cases with medium and high failure probabilities.

Moreover, in practical RRN scenarios, CGR-UCoP also provides

better performance than S&W with two copies, and even better than S&W3 in RRN with ISL. Indeed, L-RUCoP with one copy provides the same
outcomes than RUCoP-1, and remarkably, CGR-UCoP (also single-copy) almost always delivers the same performance than both (notice cross markers
of RUCoP and L-RUCoP are behind CGR-UCoP in most of the plots). This
is compelling evidence that the practical applicability of CGR-UCoP can
provide great value at minimum implementation costs. In particular, under
high uncertainty, CGR-UCoP outperforms CGR by 9% in random networks,
22% in RRN-A with ISL and 25% in RRN-B without ISL.

4.2.2. Delivery Delay
Although not specically optimized for delivery delay, RUCoP and LRUCoP models exhibit a reasonable performance with respect to CGR in
this metric, especially in random networks. This can be explained by the fact
that RUCoP-based models consider all possible paths and can determine the
optimal one, which is not always the case of CGR as already discussed in [52].
As

pf

increases, the delivery delay of RUCoP decreases with respect to CGR,

but with a much larger deliver ratio. That is, the few bundles that arrive
with CGR do so in a shorter time on routes whose contacts do not present
failures, while RUCoP is able to deal with failures and deliver a greater
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number of bundles, some of which take longer to arrive thereby increasing
the average delay value.

On the implementable side, CGR-UCoP delivery

delay performance approaches CGR as the failure probabilities increases.
In realistic RRN scenarios, CGR-UCoP is consistently better than S&W
routing as well as CGR-HOP which honors low hops and potentially higher
latency routes (delivery delay for CGR-HOP is the lowest of all schemes not
reaching the scale of RRN-A and B plots). Notably, CGR-2CP oers very
similar performances than plain CGR as one of the two copies follows the
same lowest delivery delay route than CGR.

4.2.3. Energy eciency
On the energy eciency side, we care about the transmission eort required to deliver the bundles. Naturally, single copies schemes oer the least
eort, especially CGR-HOP which also minimises the overall hops and thus,
transmissions. On the other hand, multiple copy solutions including RUCoP4, L-RUCoP-4 and S&W-4 demand the largest energy eort, being the latter
consistently better, at the expense of a lower delivery ratio.

Remarkably,

and being a single copy scheme, CGR-UCoP always oer the same or better
energy eciency than CGR, and is only outperformed by the less performing
CGR-HOP and by S&W-2 in some cases.
To wrap up, RUCoP model proved to approach the ideal fault-aware case
of CGR-FA by leveraging the presented MDP formulation, especially with
larger number of copies. While RUCoP model can serve as a routing solution with global view, L-RUCoP obtains similar results based on a reduced
local view in practical DTNs, and implemented in existing protocol stacks by
means of CGR-UCoP. Indeed, CGR-UCoP has shown that the consideration
of the adapted SDP calculation of RUCoP enables a very appealing performance over the whole failure probability range in DTNs under uncertain
contact plan.

4.3. Discussion
To properly frame the benets and applicability of RUCoP and L-RUCoP
models and CGR-UCoP algorithm, we discuss some considerations.

Multiple Senders:

Although RUCoP model, as presented in Section 2,

takes one sender and one destination as arguments, multiple senders can
be considered in a single MDP if they seek to reach the same destination.
Indeed, this was already accounted for in the RRN-A case (all-to-one trac
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shape), where the same RUCoP was solved for each of the 22 senders. Indeed,
a policy was derived for each data ow from a single execution of the MDP.
This can be achieved because the MDP tree for each case is exactly the same
except the initial state at

T0 .

In general, this approach can be generalized

as long as dierent data ows do not compete for a same limited channel
resource (i.e., congestion).

Congestion:

In general, congestion is an open research issue in DTN [53].

In this context, RUCoP-based models have been sought for and evaluated in
scenarios where congestion is not present. This means that when a route is
determined for a bundle, it is assumed that there will be enough capacity to
allocate such data transmission (i.e., sizes of the bundles is by far smaller than
the contact capacity). While this can be the case for unsaturated networks,
congested networks would need to rely on simulations analysis that validates
if the RUCoP routing assumptions holds.

Scalability:

Table 4.3 summarizes the scalability metrics of the evaluated

scenarios when using RUCoP. In particular, the execution time on an Intel
i7 processor with 16 GB of RAM running an Ubuntu 19.10 was measured
for a Python3 implementation of the RUCoP routine. The explored states
and evaluated transitions were listed to observe their increment with larger
scenarios and required copies.

Results show that RUCoP is well suited to

solve realistic cases in reasonable time. Indeed, less than an hour is required
for the more complex case of RRN-A with ISL and four copies of the data.
As already explained, a coarse model of the network oers signicant gain in
processing time, at the expense of less accurate results.
Compared with the computation time required by RUCoP, calculating LRUCoP routing matrix demands a reduced overhead. The specic processing
time for each of the case studies is reported in the L-RUCoP Time[sec] column, in Table 4.3. In particular, the time required for computing L-RUCoP-2
for the RRN-A scenario is the sum of those for RUCoP-1 and RUCoP-2 (i.e.,

258 + 291 = 549

seconds), plus the cost of building the L-RUCoP routing

matrix (37.49 seconds), adding up for a total of

586.49

seconds. As RUCoP

computation can be done in parallel, the time can be signicantly reduced.

5. Conclusion
Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs) classication has biased the research
of routing algorithms to t either fully scheduled or dynamically-learned
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Table 3: Scalability Metrics
Copies

1

2

3

4

Time [sec]

2

6

107

2416

States

74

318

1056

2915

Transitions

391

9491

179797

2804864

L-RUCoP Time[sec]

+0.15

+0.42

+0.85

+1.51

Time [sec]

258

291

657

3290

States

6091

76428

646152

4126765

Transitions

6973

99742

969861

7147805

L-RUCoP Time[sec]

+12.92

+37.49

+107.19

+426.96

Time [sec]

18

21

38

134

States

898

8568

49774

220745

Transitions

1020

11133

73566

369689

L-RUCoP Time [sec]

+1.75

+4.38

+9.02

+21.16

Random Networks

RRN-A with ISL (ne grain)

RRN-B without ISL (coarse grain)

probabilistic use cases. In this paper, we have uncovered that routing under uncertain contact planning deserves a dierent classication. Uncertain
DTNs have not only applicable relevance but also can serve as a more generic
routing approach for many practical DTNs.
A rst Markov Decision Process coined RUCoP was introduced for arbitrary number of copies in uncertain DTNs.

RUCoP provides a theoretical

upper bound for the data delivery ratio when a global vision of the system
is possible. RUCoP enabled the derivation of L-RUCoP when knowledge is
restricted to a local view, and single-copy CGR-UCoP where the outcomes
of the MDP model can drive routing decisions of the popular CGR routing
algorithm.
To evaluate RUCoP, L-RUCoP and CGR-UCoP, we have proposed an
appealing benchmark comprising random and realistic case studies as well
as candidate routing solutions. Results showed that RUCoP and L-RUCoP
models approach the ideal case as the number of copies increases. On the
other hand, single-copy CGR-UCoP has also provided outstanding results
under uncertain contact plans, outperforming both CGR (scheduled routing)
by up to 25% in realistic satellite DTNs with uncertain links.
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Future work involves the comparison with the simulation results reported
in [40] as well as further research on multi-objective optimizations comprising delivery delay and route reliability for CGR-UCoP, which will be implemented and proposed for NASA's ION protocol stack. Succeeding in such
endeavor would settle CGR-UCoP as the de-facto routing scheme for DTNs
with uncertain contact plans.
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